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beginning of 2000, so I couldn't help him? lol  This 10 songs are actually my gold list, always being able to brighten me up in any given circumstances. Every time I feel down or need a little push to get back in the mood, one of these songs gets to do it. Let's start that list.. 10. GFRIEND - Me Gustas Tus Girl Group never failed me. The cutesy concept was
my style ever since, I thought it had something to do with my inner feminine inside. No wonder when Gfriend first came out, I instantly liked their first songs. Me Gustas Tus is easy to listen and be pulled into, without realizing, you will be hunted to a non-stop beat. Cheerful vibrations throughout the song make you instantly attracted and wonder what it feels
like to be a young man (again). This thought is always refreshing to me. 9. SNSD - Genie (Tell Me Your Wish) I didn't instantly like the song when I first came out. It doesn't have an instant hook like other SNSD songs like Gee or Hoot or The Boys for me. But then I saw a version of their life and loved it with love. It gives a cheerful atmosphere with beats and
uniforms. I actually fell in love with Sooyoung here, with her short hair, she was so exciting. What makes it even more enjoyable is actually an interesting phrase in which Fany says during a concert in the middle of the song... 'DJ, put it back!' It's like, anything can happen in your life, you pause to reflect, then the game! Go back on track, go go go 10, keep
your life on. 8. SMTOWN - This Summer Song vacation brings a lot of feelings for me. SM is my favorite entertainment group, despite many controversies, I grew up pleasant kpop from SM. This song here, combining all my favorite SM fave artists together: Kangta, HeeJun, BoA, Shinhwa, Dana, Flying to the Sky, S.E.S, Blackbeat, Shinvi and M.I.L.K.
Summer songs are never wrong. It gives you a vacation and relaxation at the same time. That's what I felt after this song. I can be cheerfully cliched because of the hook in English! You don't have to be careful with the wrong pronunciation lol. Nailing MV quality. I couldn't find anywhere to qualify. 7. EXO - Lucky songs go-to-karaoke me!  A soothing song
with simple lyrics and somehow cheese. It never failed to put a smile on my face time I heard this song. The language isn't so hard to follow as well, even if you're not a Korean native. The song is perfect for brightening yourself after a hard day, a song you have to hear before hitting the bed. It guarantees tugging smiles slalavered on the face of :))) 6. APink -
No What can I say? Intro song speaks itself! Don't be sad there is no alone no lyrics and gestures both give empowerment to listeners. Hand gestures to say No are strong but sweet signals not to stay in trouble. It's a song created not to emphasize the problem because you're going to have a friend constantly. 5. Infinitely - Man in My Love was once a
hardcore Inspirit, called for Infinite fans. I think it lasted around 2 - 3 years. I recalled Man in Love was one that awaits back my stage long for. I watched every teaser and trailer religiously and instantly liked the song when it first came out. During the live broadcast, I saved all possible direct versions. I AM THAT in love with this song. How can I not? The music
video is my fave style, full of energetic colors. All of them look handsome it's a wretch of me. The song is very interesting not to fall in love with. Listen to the music intro, it moves you right away! ... and the lyrics take you to the day when you fall in love, they are a bright day isn't it? I started humming together to love songs I didn't like before... Like young
children, I keep laughing for no reason ... All the melodramas in the world seem like my story of PS: mind clothes, they put like that for a reason, to make it more energetic lol! 4. want to Be One – want to Be (My Baby) One of the fun performance I've ever seen. Everyone has so much fun on stage, you can feel the energy! For all Producing 101 Season 2
viewers, it must be very common with some of the symbols they use in dance as well. It makes you bubble in it. 3. Hyuna - Bubble Pop This is a song that gets me falling for Hyuna. He can ooze that sex appeal without looking dirty. The song is really fun to sing together, perfect when you find some I-want-to-feel sexy mantra immediately For me, this song
makes me embrace myself, confident as a woman, not afraid to show my true world. I can put this song on a loop and it instantly increases my self-confidence. 2. Q - I Swear Good Friends. Best Vocal. Suffice to call this harmonisation as a gift of God from above. Since it is a gift of God, it will rarely hear them live. You have to wait more than 10 years for the
lol reunion. So gem to relieve your ears and give you the energy back. Who knew when they were going back to the scene again. 1. H.O.T. - Ultimate Mood Booster Hope! I couldn't describe more how I like the love of LOVE THIS SONG. Perhaps the lyrics can explain some.. The world surrounded by darkness, everyone who falls in that world Despite
blocking faith and love from growing in our minds, there is a solid courage that we can start to start We know we can stand once again Let's all wipe our tears and greet the hopes of lighting, and draw everyone's happy smile When we look around, it hurts me so much to see a world full of hatred and painful Hatred with each other, let's all open our minds just
a little bit and share our love each other little by little and develop our beliefs , there is no reason to get angry or fight against each other There's our hopes, we've dreamed, we can see the wonderful world just reading the lyrics itself warms my heart, adding music and songs, it melts my grief immediately. I couldn't further explain how I SUPER LOVE this
song. No wonder SM chose the song as the official cover for any SMTOWN concert. It has all the correct messages in it. I prefer the original version, since both MV and raw vocals give more empowerment of the vibe in it. But here's the SMTOWN version, mainstream: so, it's all my list! I know I have Kangta in 3 of the 10 above, but I can't help him. There's a
reason why he fave me, he sung and wrote some of the best Kpop songs out there  What are YOUR fave songs to lift the mood? Bad days are inevitable, and there may be days when you just lose your heart to continue, but there are songs that can always brighten you up and can bring you a sense of comfort. Here are 10+ K-Pop songs that you can
hear when you need some cheer! 1. Growing up by Deviant Kids Growing up is a soothing song that reminds you that you are doing well and it's okay to make a mistake. The song also reminds its listeners to take their time, and that there is no need to hurry through life. When we fall behind, we can relax. You do good. If it gets tough, I'll run with you, don't
worry. 2. The nose by the Dynamic Duo and Chen EXO This song talks about allowing you to freely feel your emotions. The song tells its listeners to cry when you have a bad day, and that they will be with you until you are fine. When it hurts, just cry. Crying everything you want, it's okay. When sadness disappears and tears start stopping, I'll wipe you tears
under your eyes with my thumb. 3. By Your Side by ASTRO By Your Side is a song that brings messages only by someone through pain. Even if you've changed a lot, they'll be there next to you and protect from pain. Time has passed, and you have changed, but I will always be here. 4. Breathing by LEE HI Breathing is a song that brings a lot of comfort
especially when you make a mistake. It reminds you that it is okay to make a mistake every now and then, and do not hesitate to breathe when you need air. It's okay to make a mistake because anyone can do that. 5. A person's place (Home) by wanting One's Place (Home) is a song that conveys messages always there for each other when you need
someone to rely on. I'm going to be home that you can go anytime you have to relax. Hugs by SEVENTEEN Have had their fair share of tough and exhausting days and SEVENTEEN is here to tell you that they are here for your comfort, which you do well, that they love you, and that they will embrace you when you need it. For those of you who have a hard
time today, I'll tell you that I'm here, that you've done well, that I love you, and I'll embrace you tight. 7. Special Taste by TWICE Although it's sound-energetic, Feel Special by TWICE is a song that talks about relying on someone who reminds you that you're especially important in the days or moments when you feel lost and want to hide from the world. With
a warm smile, you hold your hand. Everything is fine. From nobody to someone, I became a very special person of me. 8. Downpour by I.O.I Downpour talks about going through tough times, but keep working his best because it's just part of life that will soon pass. Someday the cold rain will be a warm tear and fall down, it's fine, it just comes down to
passing. 9. Magic Shop by BTS Magic Shop by BTS is a song about opening your heart and finding comfort in doing so. The Magic Shop is identified as a place where you can regain strength and feel comfortable. It's okay to believe, I'm going to comfort you, a magic shop. 10. Road Hurt by DAY6 Road Hurt by DAY6 is a song that talks about difficult
journeys, but always remembers and focuses on the bright side rather than the challenges that come along with it. It's not that you and I don't know that there aren't many flowers blooming on this street. Road.
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